
We repair and optimize motor and belt driven spindles of all manufacturers and brands.  
With regard to specific operating conditions in the machine and the resulting failure reasons, 
we significantly improve spindle lifetime. The result: a completely new spindle, significantly 
lower failure rates for a fraction of the cost of a new or replacement spindle from the  
manufacturer.

 
SPINDLE FULL-SERVICE

800 repairs per year 2000 + customer 15.000 verwaltete Spindeln weltweit

Spindle repair
Holistic repair, optimization 

and modification of spindles.

Spindle installation and removal
Placement/ organisation of machine service 
Experts for spindle installation and removal.

Case Study Liebherr
Kessler SMS 090.32.4.FOS/F  
In addition to the refurbishment of the clamping system, 
the spring package, the shaft and the HSK 63 holder with 
an innovative coating process, special hybrid bearings 
with kronidur steel were installed to make the spindle less 
sensitive to heat and achieve a longer service life. We 
have renewed the rotary union with a Deublin system with 
ceramic sliding disc seals. 

Result: 30% cost saving compared to a new spindle.

30 years of personal experience with 
spindles of our German CEO Markus Kern

Express repairs within 
5-8 working days

Independence from the manufacturer: 
objective, neutral failure reports

Full-Service principle: 
With each repair we 
prevent future failures 
by optimizations

1 year warranty from commissioning. 
Best value for money on the market.

Why  
Kern? 

Edmundas Genevičius,  
Sales Manager, LITHUANIA

Contact us now.   
I am available for you around the clock!

<1µ

uab.gemonta@gmail.com

+370 699 99739

https://en.spindelfullservice.com/
start-request
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Spindle repairs of 
ALL manufacturers

We have asked your company for an emergency repair of a Weisser electrospindle. (...). 
In fact, the repair allowed us to restart our system at 10:30 a.m. on Saturday morning. 
This allowed us to continue production at the weekend and a machine downtime 
was prevented. (...) In particular, we appreciated the availability, responsiveness and 
professionalism that you demonstrated. We would therefore like to thank you and look 
forward to working with you.
Eric Schwarz, PSA Groupe
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We repair spindles of all 
manufacturers

15,000 serviced spindles worlwide

https://en.spindelfullservice.com/start-request

